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TITANIUM® UDL synthetic roofing underlayments Pass Class 4 Hail Rating

Vancouver, BC Nov 6th, 2012 – InterWrap’s Titanium UDL underlayments have been tested by Intertek Labratories and 
have been found to be in accordance with the class 4 requirements of UL2218-12, Impact Resistance of Prepared Roof 
Covering Materials. This is the highest rating UL offers to demonstrate a roof systems ability to withstand hail damage. 
This means that building owners can now obtain a class 4 hail rated roof protection by installing TITANIUM underlayment 
as part of their roofing system.  In fact, TITANIUM will continue to shed water and retain its performance characteristics 
with any shingle Class 4 rated or not.

Please see detailed findings report for each of InterWrap’s TITANIUM UDL underlayments at the following links:

TITANIUM UDL25  http://www.interwrap.com/titanium/RPD_PDF/Hail-UDL25.pdf
TITANIUM UDL30  http://www.interwrap.com/titanium/RPD_PDF/Hail-UDL30.pdf
TITANIUM UDL50  http://www.interwrap.com/titanium/RPD_PDF/Hail-UDL50.pdf

The UL2218 test was mandated by insurance companies in order to try and reduce the large claim losses resulting from 
water intrusion after the destruction of roof covering and underlayment in hail storms.   Insurance companies in some 
parts of the country offer discounts for UL2118 Class 4 hail rated materials.  See details on Texas Department of Insurance 
at
http://www.tdi.texas.gov/home/roofingx.html

Intertek Testing Service is an independent testing organization with over 127 years of testing and regulatory knowledge 
and experience operating over 1,000 locations in 100 countries.

For more information contact the writer noted above

# # #

InterWrap® is a global leader in the manufacturing and distribution of extrusion coated woven solutions and diverse multi-layer laminated reinforced 
plastic substrates.  International manufacturing and distribution facilities located in North America, Europe, Asia and the South Pacific, allow InterWrap 
the competitive advantage to deliver a coated woven solution better and faster to anywhere in the world. 
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